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Prime Numbers Technology Expands TMC Partnership 

 
 

Marlborough, MA – In alignment with their commitment to customer service excellence, Salt Lake City-based travel management 
company (TMC) Christopherson Business Travel announced the expansion of its decade-long partnership with Prime Numbers 
Technology, a leading provider of data analytics and reporting solutions. Building upon their successful collaboration, 
Christopherson is integrating Prime's new core reporting service into its comprehensive suite of offerings. 

 
"The Prime team is excited to bring a new, more modern and flexible option to the industry for corporate travel reporting,” said 
Prime President Mark Bresnahan. “No longer do TMCs require multiple platforms for managing corporate travel reporting and 
analytics." 
 
Through streamlining processes and data sources, Christopherson aims to provide an enhanced reporting experience for their 
clients’ evolving needs. 

 
“Implementing this tool is proof of our commitment to offering our clients the most advanced technology to support their travel 
program,” said Christopherson CEO Mike Cameron. “The implementation is already making a significant impact on our 
operations by streamlining processes and report consolidation. We’re pleased to have received positive feedback on the intuitive 
interface design and level of product support. We’re excited about the roll out of this powerful reporting tool as we continue to 
enhance our offerings for our clients.” 
 
Historically, Prime has been an advanced analytics and benchmarking platform, delivering powerful and actionable data analytics 
to optimize company travel spend, however, TMCs would use another platform for creating, viewing and scheduling standard 
client facing reports. With the introduction of new Prime modules like Core Reporting, Dashboard Reports and Scheduler, TMCs 
now have all the features they need to make Prime their complete and robust repository for global data consolidation, itinerary & 
spend reporting, real-time off-channel bookings reporting, carbon reporting & offsetting, travel & expense integration, predictive 
analytics, relevant benchmarking, air contract management and more. The recent advancements include the ability to ingest pre-
trip itinerary data, in addition to the TMC back-office, expense and credit card data Prime already takes in. Pre-trip itinerary data 
(also called GDS data) allows companies to run arrival and departure manifests and locate travelers in real time.  

 
### 

 
About Prime Numbers Technology 
Prime Numbers Technology is a leading provider of data analytics and reporting software, helping clients drive significant 
savings in business travel spend through analysis and reporting, contract and spend optimization, benchmarking, and automation. 
Prime’s solutions are licensed by some of the most recognized names in business travel, with global representation by many 
Fortune 250 corporations and top travel management companies. 
 
About Christopherson Business Travel 
Salt Lake City-based Christopherson Business Travel is an award-winning corporate travel management company that provides 
comprehensive travel solutions for businesses to increase traveler satisfaction and save costs. Established in 1953, Christopherson 
continues expansion into software development through innovative solutions that address the evolving needs of today’s business 
traveler. 
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